Life in the slow lane
Prepare to go back in time, just not at an
exhilarating speed! You’ll be amazed at
how much more of the scenery you take
in when you’re chugging along at a more
chilled out pace.
George our VW Camper can sleep up to
2 adults and 2 children using the rock n
roll bed for the adults and bunks for the
children. One bunk is in the cab and the
other in the pop up roof.

Camper vans are the perfect choice for a
family holiday in the great outdoors and offer
the unique advantage of touring from place to
place rather than being tied to a hotel room.
George is over 40 years old so please
respect and handle him with care.
Have the time of your life, have a great
holiday, and please take good care
of our George.

User manual
For nostalgia we put this small guide
together in the style of a 70’s VW
brochure it aims to explain where
everything is and how it works. We hope
you find it fun and informative as we don’t
want you to miss out on any of George’s
features on your adventure.

We hope we have covered everything
and have tried to make it short and sweet
but please remember we are only a phone
call away if you need any further advice
or assistance.

The great indoors
A VW Camper gives you freedom. As the
sun sets on a lovely day spent outdoors you
don’t have to pack everything up and go
back to a hotel room or cottage as you have
your own accommodation with you!

Watch the sun go down with a glass of wine while making your evening meal in
the camper or maybe drive and find a lovely country pub. The choice is yours.
George is all you need to give you the freedom to choose.

Driver’s Cab
12v Power Sockets

Fan

These are found in a couple of places in the camper.

The fan only works when the engine is running. It is turned on or
off with the black rocker switch situated in the glovebox.

In the glovebox there are two high powered sockets that can
charge mobile phones, iPads, laptops and other accessories.
The dashboard socket is low powered and so is generally not used.
A high powered socket can also be found in the camping area.
WARNING: None of these sockets will run kettles or hair straighteners.

Cab Bunk

Fresh Air Vent

This is stored under the rock n roll bed (back seat). The cab bunk
has telescopic arms that extend and attach to the four clips found
in the front cab on the A and B pillars.

The white lever on the driver’s dashboard opens a vent that will
allow fresh air in whilst driving.

Suitable for a large child and has a maximum holding
weight of 70kgs.

Headlining Light Switch
In order for the cab headlining lights to be turned on you must
first pull the black pull out switch on the dashboard to activate
them. A white light will illuminate on this switch when activated.
The headlining lights above the walkthrough will then be able to
turned on.

Stereo - iPhone /iPad
The stereo has a USB socket that enables you to plug in your
iPhone, iPad or IPod to play your music.
It also has a CD player and AUX input.

Electrics
Hook-Up/Leisure Battery
The campervan internal accessories run from either the 12v on
board leisure battery or, if you are on a campsite with electricity,
from the 240v electrical hook-up.
Electrical Hook-Up: The electrical hook-up lead can be found
under the rock n roll bed in one of the green storage boxes.
The lead plugs into the hook-up point that is found outside in the
engine bay and then into a campsite electrical supply. A three pin
double socket is found on the rock n roll bed kick panel.
Leisure Battery: When the engine is turned off a relay unit
ensures that the engine start up battery is no longer in use and
all lighting and accessories run from the leisure battery which is
situated in the engine bay. The leisure battery recharges when the
engine is running.

Camping Area
Cooker/Grill

Table

George has a two ring cooker and a grill. Make sure the blue
Campingaz bottle is turned on. Clockwise for on and counter
clockwise for off. Always ensure that the Campingaz bottle is
turned to off when you have finished cooking.

The table top is found by pulling out the plastic drawers under the
sink. The bed must first be lifted to remove the drawers. Under the
rock n roll bed the table pole is clipped to brackets and the tripod
base is beside the fuse switch.

Cooking Utensils/Plates

Lighting

Utensils can be found in the black bag by the side of the cooker.
Plates and bowls are kept in the overhead locker above the rock
n roll bed. Cups are found in the open faced cupboard at the
rear of the van. Pans are kept under the cooker grill.

There is a light on the roof to the right of the cooker and there
are also LED lights under the overhead locker. The light switch is
found in the middle of the rear cupboard.

Pop Up roof
Clips at all four ends must be unfastened before attempting to
push up the roof. There is nothing complicated, just push it up.
There are four screws on the bars to tighten to secure the upright
postion. These must be tightened very securely when using the
pull out bunk as a bed.

Sink
The sink can be used for washing up but as it is compact we
recommend using campsite facilities where you can as things
can get messy in a tight space! The sink does not have hot
water. George has a Coleman’s Water Jug you can use for your
drinking water.

Sleeping
Rock n Roll Bed: To set up the bed lift it up with front handles
and then pull toward you until flat. To put the bed away reverse the
procedure lifting and manoeuvring the sections back into place.
There is one 3 point seatbelt and one lap belt on the back seat
when folded up. Make sure the buckles are pulled up from
underneath the seat when pulling back into the seated position so
that these can be easily accessed.
Top Bunk: This is packed away behind poppers on the roof vinyl
strip. To use you must extend the connecting bars to the locked
position and attach holders to the clips.
TIP: Also doubles as a great shelf for luggage bags when stationary!

Extras
1
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Gears

Handbrake
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1st Gear: It’s a little
stiff but with some gentle
persuasion pops in just fine.

The handbrake can be found on the
dashboard in the centre above gear stick.
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Reverse: Push the whole
gear stick down then over
to the left the pull towards
you to activate.
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Handbrake On

Handbrake Off

Complimentary
Cooler: Keeps food and
drink at a cool temperature
for a couple of days. D
 ont use
as a seat.

Pedal Assembly
Be aware of the jump in height
between accelerator and brake.
Leave plenty of time to brake.
Ignition

Rear
Hatch
1
1

3
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Drivers &
Passenger Door

Sliding
Door

Petrol Cap
Key
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Twist handle down &
push back to release.

Pull handle straight
to activate brake.

Radio Flyer: Handy for
carting equipment about or as
a fun ride for the kids.

Keys
Three keys fit all...First key operates ignition,
Driver / Passenger doors and engine bay.
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Second key is for use with Sliding door and
also the rear hatch.

Engine Bay

Third is the petrol filler cap key.

Chocks

Coleman Water Jug

Fuel - Unleaded

Handy for levelling the van
on uneven ground. These are
kept above the spare wheel.

We have provided a
Coleman’s Water Jug for your
drinking water.

George takes unleaded petrol.

Sun Canopy
A beaded edge on the awning slides into a
3-piece plastic Figure of 8 extrusion which
then slots onto the gutter and is held in place
by the tension of the awning.

Works fantastically well with two upright
poles. With a third pole added it works
even better and makes the awning more
robust, especially in inclement weather.

There are 4 x adjustable guy lines and some
heavy duty pegs supplied in bag.

The Sun Canopy is stored under the rock n
roll bed in a green nylon bag.

Fire Extinguisher
In case of an emergency the fire extinguisher can be found
in the front under the passenger seat footwell.

...more a way of life.
Good for camping...
And driving to the supermarket.
And driving to Mom and Dad’s house.
And driving to festivals.
And driving to the beach.
And driving to antique auctions.
And driving to hippy communes.

What’s it going to be today?

Technical Specifications
Conversion:
Engine:
Electrical:
Colour:
Fuel:
Oil:
Year:
Registration:

Devon
1600cc 4 cylinder air cooled
12volts
512L Velvet Green (Samt)
Unleaded
Mineral 15w 40 (Classic)
1973
RBW 729L

That’s nearly everything
Remember to take lots of photos as we
would love to see them.
PLEASE DO NOT exceed 55mph as
George is over 40 years old. He is
young at heart but just can’t keep up
with the flashy young ones!
On a serious note George’s engine is not
as durable as modern engines and must
be handled gently otherwise the engine
may easily overheat and be damaged
beyond repair.
Thanks for your understanding.
If you have any problems or questions
please don’t hesitate to contact us:
07875 714112
Have a Far Out time!

info@faroutcampers.co.uk
faroutcampers.co.uk

